
Why It’s Time for a Stump Grinder  
Getting that smooth garden bed or perfectly seamless lawn is a whole lot easier without having an old 

stump in the way. We want to help you create beautiful yards and finished projects. Stumps can take 

decades to break down and more and more people are avoiding some of the harsh chemicals or burning 

to help remove a stump.  

That’s where the Crary Bear Cat’s Stump Grinder Family comes in. With three models to choose from, 

adding a unit to your shed is a sure way to get your to-do list done. Make sure you’re ready to tackle 

your list with the reliable Stump Grinders from Crary Bear Cat. Check out these three units. 

 

SGACE: An Ace For Yardwork 

A 208cc Briggs & Stratton® engine powers this Stump 

Grinder, allowing you to remove stumps from your 

backyard quickly and easily. The SGACE is perfect for your 

projects with smaller stumps - the backyard, at the lake, 

and more.  

Boasting a 10″ diameter rotor, complete with 8 Carbide 

Greenteeth®, the SGACE provides a 10″ above ground cut 

and a 4″ below ground cut. The SGACE rotor is the 

thickest rotor in its industry class, making this a powerful 

choice for the weekend warrior. 

It’s easy to haul too. The SGACE has a compact 25″ overall design width, making  wide tires, and easy-to-

reach controls makes this unit a breeze to fit into any size yard. A fully collapsible, 5-position ergonomic 

handlebar means it is comfortable to operate and easy to store. 

 

SGXTR: The Extreme Model 

 

A 270cc Honda engine with a cyclonic air filter system powers 

this Stump Grinder, allowing you to remove stumps quickly 

and easily. The SGXTR is the extreme choice for a farmstead 

or hobby farm.  

Boasting a 14″ diameter rotor, complete with 8 Carbide 

Greenteeth®, the SGXTR provides an 11″ above ground cut 

and a 5″ below ground cut.  

The compact 26.5″ overall design width, 13″ pneumatic tires, 

and easy-to-reach controls makes this unit a breeze to fit into 

any size yard. A fully collapsible, 5-position ergonomic handlebar means it is comfortable to operate and 

easy to store. Comes with Noram clutch. Backed by the Crary® Bear Cat® Best-In-class warranty, the 

SGXTR is ready to Unleash The Power™. 
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SGPRO: Tough Enough for the Pros 

A 390cc Honda engine with a cyclonic air filter system powers this SGPRO Stump Grinder, allowing you 

to remove stumps quickly and easily in your own yard or even tough enough for commercial landscape 

businesses.  

 

Boasting the thickest in its class – 14″ diameter rotor, complete with 8 Carbide 

Greenteeth®, the SGPRO provides an 11″ above ground cut and a 5″ below 

ground cut.  

The streamlined 28″ overall design width, 13″ pneumatic tires, and easy-to-

reach controls makes this unit a breeze to fit into any size yard. A fully 

collapsible, 5-position ergonomic handlebar means it is comfortable to 

operate and easy to store, plus it also comes with a Noram clutch. The 

SGPRO is ready to Unleash The Power™. 

 

 

Don’t miss out on the opportunity to create your dream landscape. Be prepared with a Stump Grinder 

from Crary Bear Cat so that you can make this the year you get it done! 
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